In these notes, we will survey a part of theory of the operator -£\ + V. More extensive surveys can be found in [1, 2, 3] and in [4J .
Self-adjo i ntness, properties of eigenfunctions and all that
There is an enormous literature on the bas ic i ssue of givin~ a domain_ where -ll+ V is self-adjoint or essentially self-adjoint. To a l arge extent, I think one can single out two results as the most important : (1) The basic perturbation results of Kato -Rellich which accomodate virtually all cases of physical in terest (2) IIKato's inequality," which, at least among positive V, is definitive . \~e wi l l descri be the first result briefl y (for background on definition of selfadjoint, etc ., see [5,6. 7] ; for a di scussion of Kato's inequality. see [1 ,8, 9 ,1 0]). Theorem 1.1 (The Kato-Rellich theorem [11, 12 ] To apply this to -A+ V, we set A = -/:::., B = V and study (1.1) . In thi s form, (1 .1) is related to Sobolev estimates . Kato studied when (1 . 1) held in terms of LP-spaces a pO i nt of view I long preferred , but I have come around to prefer a poin t of viel·' introduced by Stummel [13] .
Definit ion Fix \):::4, and 0<0.<4 and let of functions , V, on R\) obeying If v ~ 3. we define in te r ms of (1.2) with replaced by (independently of a).
With these definitions, it ;s not hard to prove the following pair of results
(see Stummel [13J) .
Theorem 1.2 If V € S(v)
a ' then (1 .1 ) holds on D( -A) where B= V, A= -n and a can be taken arbitrarilY close to zero.
Theor em 1. 3 If g € and Vex) g(TTX) where n is a linear map of (l)Let R=L;mix/L;m i and let 'l"""N-l be N-l additional Given a, \'ie pick coordinates C l , ... ,Ck i nvolving differences of center of Zhao [18] and Brossard [19] have actual l y proven more subtle estimates showing that S S PV(x ,y)/PV=O(x ,y) is bounded above and below uniformly in x and y (i .e . they
show the boundary behavior of P i s essentially V independent).
Bound state problems
IIBound states" is the name given to eigenfunctions of · eigenvalues i n the discrete spectrum (isolated points of the spectrum of finite multiplicity For two body systems, -~ + V with V decaying at =, there;s a large literature on these questions, 5ununarized in [20] . We \-,ill single out two results for special mention, but first we need to find a (-fi+V) in this case . rxffor some u > 0, then V is -6-compact .
We write S" camp for the V' s given in Prop . 2.1.
Proposition 2 . 2 If A is self-adjoint, and if B is A-compact and symmetric, then aess (A+B) = aess(A) .
Proof A simpl e theorem of I~eyl (see [3] ) says that E £ 0ess(C) if and only if there exists a sequence of vectors ~n ~ D(C) with ~n ~ 0 weakly and
It is not hard to showthat ~n~Oweakly, IIrA+B-E)1»nll~O, lI~nll~l . We return now to N for -6 + V which we denote by N(V). We want to single out two results : of an N-body system on L 2 (R"(N-l))with two body potential in S" Let
In order to understand this resul t, it is useful to know
For a proof, see also Agmon [34, 35] or Cyeon et a1. [4] . What Persson's theorem suggests ;s that essential spectrum is associated with vectors liv ing near infinity (this ;s basically because (H+i) -l times the characteristic function of a bounded set is compac t) . Thus, ;n the N-body case, essential spectrum is associated with states near infi nity where the system must break up into b/o or mo re subsets . Thus, one should expect which is just a restatement of Thm. 2.6.
Thm. 2 . 6 has two parts in a natural sense:
is the "easy" half and (ii) \·li ll be what we concentrate on (see e.g. Garding [36] for the "easi' half). The name HVZ recognizes contributions of Hunziker [37] , van \~inter [38] and Zhislin [39] .
Zhislin used geometric ideas together l'lith rather extensive machinery, so for some years the integral equation proof of van Winter and Zhislin was considered the more elementary (see e . g. [3] for that proof), but with the work of Enss [40] and Simon [41] , the geometric proof has come into fashion. and it is Sigal IS version of it [42] that we will sketch.
\~e begin with a basic result on localization called the "IMS localization formula" due to contributions of Ismigilov. Morgan, Simon and I .t~. Sigal, 11ho first appreciated its great usefulness. Proof Let '1 0 Ran P (H). Then a . c .
where --' means the difference goes to zero as t -+=f""'. Since H a is complete, The result ;s es sentiall y due to Mourre [59] , althoug h the above include refinements of [51] . While we will not give the proof ;n detail. we note the basic • Mourre [59] showed how to do thi sfor three-body systems and then PSS [51] proved: Then either a = = or a 2 + E is a threshold .
By using results [64] which imply a = 00 is not allowed:
Theorem 4. 5 [63] If the V ij obey the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3, and for all c> 0 then ",, = E,p has no l2 solutionswith E>O .
An Introduction to the Theory of Stochastic Jacobi Matrices
In this final section, we consider another topic cur rentl y of i ntense interest, namely Schrodinger operators with r andom or almost periodic potentials . For technical simplicity, we will restrict ourselves to \i = and \·/e \oJi11 discretize space, i . e . replace R by Z and _d 2 /dx 2 by a second difference operator.
See [65J for an extensi ve bi bl i ography inc1 ud; ng papers deal i ng \'I; th the conti nuum case and with v > 1 .
~/e should take hO to be the finite difference analog of _d 2 /dx 2 • namely An interesting example (see [66,67,68J) which doesn't quite fit into this frame -'1ork is Ve(n) = A tan(TTCtn+s) . This is called the M02'yland modeZ and has the feature of being exactly soluble in a certain sense .
It makes sense to study the totality of the operators (h ) UJ for one has the following consequence of ergodicity . Remark ad ' (h) ~ $ also in the higher dimensional case; it is also true in ---lSC w that case that cr(h) has no isolated points, but this is more subtle (see [70, 71] ) . UJ Here are some typical results illustrating the subtle spectral properties of stochastic Jacobi matrices : For proofs see [69, 72] , For related continuum results, see [73, 74] . For the study of "0 + (l+ [n[l -aVUJ(n) , see [75, 76 ] . Then for a dense Go ;n i l , h(a m ) has a nowhere dense spectrum and for a dense set fn il'a(h(a m )) ;s both nowhere dense and purely absolutely continuous .
See [77,78,79J for proofs; see [80] for a discussion of nowhere dense a.c. spectrum.
Theorem 5.4 Pick any a < a < 1. Then, there exists almost periodic potentials Vw(n) so that hO + Vw(n) = hw has dense point spectrum and cr(h w ) has
Hausforff dimension a .
The basic i dea i s from Craig [81] has purely sJingular co ntinuous spectrum.
For a proof, see Avron-Simon [85J; important input comes from Aubry-Andre [86] and Gordon [87] . The set of a obeying the estimates i s a dense Go i n R (of This result in the continuum case ;s due to Kotani [88] ; see Simon [89J for the discrete case.
